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Focus on CCSF Transfers to UC

The University of California (UC) Office of the President updated their community college transfer information in November 2003. The data is presented by both UC campus and by the race/ethnicity of students transferring from each California community college. The two graphs below present the numbers of transfer students from CCSF.

Between 1994/95 and 2002/03, CCSF transfers to the UC system remained stable. In 1994/95, 256 students transferred to the UC system and 296 transferred in 2002/03. However, there was a notable increase between 2000/01 and 2002/03, from 213 to 296 transfers.

CCSF students transfer primarily to UC-Berkeley followed by UC-Davis and UCLA. CCSF students transfer to other UC campuses in much smaller numbers.

Source: [http://www.ucop.edu/sas/publish/transfer_compendium.html](http://www.ucop.edu/sas/publish/transfer_compendium.html)
Asian students make up the largest ethnic group transferring to UC institutions (59.79% of all transfers). White students are the next largest transfer group (16.84%) followed by Latina/o (6.75%) and African American (3.37%) students. The size-order of these transfer groups reflects their relative numbers at CCSF.

Transfers to the UC System by Ethnicity/Race from CCSF

Source: [http://www.ucop.edu/sas/publish/transfer_compendium.html](http://www.ucop.edu/sas/publish/transfer_compendium.html)

For more information on CCSF transfers or to find out about UC transfer rates from other community colleges, click on the above link.